
School Work Pick Up Procedures 

As we continue to work to manage operations, we realize there will be many parents coming to school 
to pick up work for their children.  We have compiled some guidelines to help with this process in order 
to avoid having visitors in the building.  Starting Monday, August 31, the procedures will be as follows: 
 
For students in grades K-8 that are ill: 

• Pick up time is between 3:20-4:00 p.m.  

• Homework will be available potentially one of two ways.  If textbooks are needed, your child's 
work will be in a brown paper bag labeled with their names in the front of school.  If textbooks 
are not needed, there will be a tub outside with an alphabetical filing system in which you can 
find a manila envelope with your child's name on the front.  In the event of rain, we will have 
items just inside our main entrance doors, buzz and we will let you in to get your child's work. 

• Please call the office before you come to ensure that there is work that needs to be picked up.  
 
For students in grades K-2 that are regular virtual learners: 

• Students should have all books at home to prepare for virtual learning (should have been picked 
up at Kick Off).  

• Teachers will have papers ready every Monday by 3:20 for parent pick up. 

• Work will be prepared for the entire week so as to limit the number of times parents have to 
come to school. 

• Parents can pick up and drop off the previous week's work in the filing system out front.  There 
will be a tub outside with an alphabetical filing system in which you can find a manila envelope 
with your child's name on the front.  In the event of rain, we will have items just inside our main 
entrance doors, buzz and we will let you in to get your child's work. 

  
For students in grades 3-8 that are regular virtual learners: 

• All assignments should be delivered via Google classroom.  

• Students should already have their textbooks at home in order to be prepared for virtual 
learning (should have been picked up at Kick Off). 

  

For students in grades K-8 that are required to quarantine: 

• Once a child is determined to have to quarantine, all textbooks and papers will be prepared and 
placed out front for pick up the following school day in a brown paper bag.  If textbooks are not 
needed, there will be a tub outside with an alphabetical filing system in which you can find a 
manila envelope with your child's name on the front.  In the event of rain, we will have items 
just inside our main entrance doors, buzz and we will let you in to get your child's work. 

• Teachers will prepare a packet for the remainder of the week depending on what day their 
quarantine began. From that point forward pick up and drop off will take place on Monday 
between 3:20-4:00 p.m.  For example, if a child finds out they have to quarantine on Tuesday 
evening, the next day, Wednesday, we will have their work out front for the remainder of the 
week (Wednesday, Thursday and Friday).  The parent will come the following Monday to submit 
that work as well as pick up work for the following Monday-Friday. 

  

 


